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ASUM comes up with student group
ANNE KAZMIERCZAK
MONTANA KAIMIN

After 17 hours and one missed
Modest Mouse concert, ASUM
has a budget.
ASUM determines the budgets
of all ASUM-sponsored student
groups on campus. After setting
its budget for the next biennium,
ASUM had about $36,000 left

News

over for student groups.
In the past, ASUM randomly
allocated funds to groups, which
could lead to favoritism, said
President Andrea Helling.
This year, ASUM gave each
group a proportional amount
based on the size of the group for
basic office needs like supplies
and printing needs. ASUM

Volume CIX, Issue 83

instructed groups to seek specialevent funding for such activities
as concerts, performances and lectures. ASUM has $20,500 set
aside for special events, which
groups can apply for using a separate application.
As a result, many groups were
allocated far less than they
requested, while a few groups

Total Boardom

with zero-dollar requests received
funding anyway.
Still, many groups received
more funding this year than last,
but just less than they requested.
For example, The Montana
Anthropology Student Association
requested $10,303 from ASUM,

See ASUM, Page 4

Hitchin’ a ride
page 12

Bill would
give funds
for state
Indian Ed.
ORIANA TURLEY
FOR THE KAIMIN

Since 1972, the Montana
Constitution has required public
schools to include the study of
American Indian culture and history in their curricula. But until
2005, the government had not
funded it. This year it looks like
Indian education might take yet
another funding blow, said one of
the program’s primary sponsors.
If Indian education doesn’t get
more money to keep going, Sen.
Carol Juneau, D-Browning, said
the program will sue to get it.
“Indian education comes from
our constitution,” she said. “If we
don’t get any money we will have
to go back to court to take a look
at it.”
In January, Juneau introduced
Senate Bill 390, which would provide another $50 per student to
buy better books, set up curriculum and provide training so teachers can accurately teach kids in
Montana about American Indian
history and culture. The program,
which began after the passage of
the Indian Education for All Act
in 1999, currently provides $68
per student, with $10 million in
total funding.
The bill passed the Senate, 2822, but faces a tough crowd in the
House where all other bills con-

See SENATE, Page 12

Six months in, skate park a success

Tim Kupsick/Montana Kaimin

Kyle Evans catches some air off a hip at the MOBASH Skatepark near downtown Missoula on March 11. Evans will soon finish his bachelor’s degree in biology and start a program for nursing at the College of
Technology.

IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

To the average onlooker, the
MOBASH Skatepark probably
seems pretty empty. After almost
10,000
fans
flocked
to
McCormick Park to watch a demo
starring skateboarding legend
Tony Hawk and MTV hyper-personality Bam Margera, the few
dozen regular visitors seem like
stragglers who forgot that the
party ended.
But for skaters in Missoula, the
party is just beginning.
“It’ll never get old,” said Travis
Bradford, a 16-year-old junior at
Hellgate High School. “You find

new things to do there every day.
There are things there that I’ve
never seen at a skatepark before.”
The park, a 15,000 square foot
undulating concrete landscape situated next to the Clark Fork River,
cost the Missoula Skatepark
Association nearly $500,000 ––
the final cost can’t be determined
until the brick embankments on
the south side of the park are done.
Chris Bacon, the president of
the
Missoula
Skatepark
Association, said that he’s very
pleased with the final product of
his efforts. Since 2001, when a
homemade skatepark under the
Higgins Avenue Bridge was given

the axe by city officials, Bacon
has been working with Ross
Peterson, Andy Kemmis, and a
loose collection of local skateboarders to raise money for the
new park.
“It’s kind of a surreal feeling to
skate there,” Bacon said. “We had
to deal with winter right away, so
everything hadn’t really set in
until now.”
The park is very highly regarded, both locally and nationally.
Thrasher Magazine said the park
could be one of the top five parks
in the country; professional skater
Dan Drehobl, who visited this
summer before the park was fin-

ished, said while he was skating
that he wanted to move to
Missoula to skate the park.
Bacon said that in the future, the
park will definitely draw more
professional attention. This summer, he’s planning on Anti-Hero, a
team of skateboarders known for
their ability to ride the unusual terrain associated with modern concrete skateparks.
“I want everyone to come skate
this place,” Bacon said. “I know
Vox (a skateboard shoe company)
is sending their team through, but
there are no set dates.”
But not everything about the

See SKATE PARK, Page 5
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Q1: How do you feel about
global warming?
Q2: What do you think
Captain Planet would do to
save us from greenhouse
gases?

Oh, man, spring break. Finally. We’re so happy over here
at the Kaimin that we have to start this fine Friday off on a
positive note…
Big Ups to having nine days off. Remember that you can
put off that lame essay until at least April 1. It’s-a nice!

Nicole Clausen
freshman, psychology

We’re serving up a double-quarter Backhands to
McDonald’s this week. Team Ronald is asking the good people behind the Oxford English Dictionary to reconsider the
word “McJob.” Maybe instead of deleting the word,
McDonald’s could just be a better company.

Q1: “Something should be done about it. It’s in the news all
the time.”
Q2.: “He would save the world.”

Everyone’s favorite diva, Elton John, is getting Big Ups
this week for telling British mag the New Statesman that
people should fight bigotry “whether the bigot is in our local
pub or a thousand miles away.” When the Rocket Man
speaks, you best listen.

Adrian Bear Don’t Walk
sophomore, business
Q1: “I don’t know too much about it. I do know it’s bad and
getting worse and worse every year.”
Q2: “I don’t know where to begin to think about Captain
Planet. He’s an ass-hat.”

Backhands to former House Speaker Tom DeLay. In his
new book DeLay bashes on everyone from Bill Clinton to
Newt Gingrich, but avoids the subject of that whole “might
go to prison” problem. Nice job, you putz.

Cody Lorenzen
sophomore, business

This Big Ups is for you, because you’re going to make
your own joke after reading this sentence from The
Associated Press: “About one-third of the people living in
the nation’s capital are functionally illiterate, compared with
about one-fifth nationally, according to a report on the
District of Columbia.” Our joke: The representatives of our
government, most of whom don’t live in D.C., drive by this
every day and do nothing. Hilarious, isn’t it?

Q1: “ I’m not too informed on it. I’m pretty skeptical about it all.”
Q2: “Probably tell the sun to cool it down.”

Bryan James Hathaway of Superior, Wis., is getting
Backhands for … well, he had sex with a DEAD deer. Worst
part: This is his second time.

Pete Tolten
sophomore, English

Big Ups to the UM chapter of the College Republicans for
attempting to have a nonpolitical rally in support of the U.S.
troops Tuesday. Unfortunately Backhands are due for state
College Republican Chairman Will Selph for distributing his
own press release for the event, which badgered Democrats.
Good job Selph, politics is just what the troops need.

Q1: “I feel that it’s a serious problem to which the populous feels reluctant
to recognize because it’s easier to disregard it than to address it.”
Q2: “ There was an episode of Captain Planet where pollution was personified by an evil form of Captain Planet. In essence, he used the power of his five
cohorts, and used the good will of the world to destroy it. So he would do the
same thing for global warming.”

We’re giving Backhands to a group of four people – two
men and two women – who stole $12,000 in bras and panties
from a Victoria’s Secret in Jersey City, N.J. What was the
point of that theft? We could see cars, but underwear? Lame.

Kaylie Tschilda
freshman, business

Big Ups for our old men’s basketball coach Larry
Krystkowiak, the 2-1 coach of the Milwaukee Bucks. From
Missoula to Milwaukee, the Griz represent.

Q1: “I think we need to do something about it before
we go into the next ice age.”
Q2: “I have no idea. Who is Captain Planet?”

We’re dying to give some Backhands to one of our big pet
peeves: haircuts. What’s the point of cutting hair? It only
grows again.

Matt DiPilato
sophomore, finance

And in closing, Big Ups to Disney for diversifying its
Princess sorority. With 2009’s “Frog Princess,” Disney will
debut Maddy, the first-ever black Disney princess. Finally a
Belle for the young brothas to fantasize about.

Q1: “They’ve been talking about it a lot lately. I don’t know how much we
have an effect on it. They say the sun is getting bigger too, so that may have
an effect.”
Q2: “He’d probably take all the pollution, grab it up and throw it out of this
universe.”

That’s it kids. See you in two week.
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Letters
to the editor
Davis ignorant on advocacy
Danny Davis once again proved to
everyone reading the Kaimin that
a) he hates activists, b) he hates
smokers and c) he has no argument against either. In his March
20 “editorial” he lambasted the
previous day’s peace rally for
being too focused on drugs and
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Sept. 11 conspiracy theories.
Danny’s tasteless comparison of
“drug advocacy” groups to drug
czars not only reveals his poor
sense of humor but his flaming
ignorance about the subject. Drug
czars do not support the legalization of drugs. Why is this?
Because drug czars cannot
become drug czars unless drugs
are illegal. Furthermore, groups
advocating discussion about the
drug war, changes in drug policy
or even legalization of drugs are
NOT advocating the use of the
drugs. They are simply pointing
out that our current system is
extremely flawed. If the war on
drugs did not over-crowd our pris-

ons, prop up drug cartels or ruin
hundreds of thousands of lives
every year, then it probably
wouldn’t be mentioned at a peace
rally. Unfortunately, the drug war
does all those things and more,
which is why it was included in a
rally calling for peace in the
world.
As for the Sept. 11 “conspiracy
theories” that seem so out of place
at a war protest, consider this: If
there are legitimate questions
regarding an event that justified
two overseas wars, a rollback of
civil liberties and the loss of hundreds of thousands of lives, then
those questions are perfectly
acceptable at a peace rally.

Clarification:
In the March 22 issue, a Kaimin editorial stated that 27
percent of students fail to pass the Writing Proficiency
Assessment after a third attempt. What this means is that
27 percent of the students who need to take the WPA a
third time fail, not that 27 percent of the student body
fails three times.

So Danny, I guess what I’m saying is, well, a few things: Stop
using the Kaimin as a forum to
denounce everything that you
don’t understand; stop using poor,
inflated arguments to denounce
everything you don’t understand;

and for the sake of the Kaimin’s
dwindling readers, stop using
Conservapedia as the source of all
your information.
–Torin Jensen,
junior, English

Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to

accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.
If we find a factual error we will correct it.

News
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Crazy concertgoer, canoe castaway, convincing conflict
ZACHARY FRANZ
MONTANA KAIMIN

March 16, 11:23 a.m.
A student reported that the front
fork, handlebars and a wheel were
stolen from his mountain bike,
which was locked up in University
Village.
“If anybody sees anybody taking
something apart, even if they claim
to be the owner, we’d sure like to
talk to them,” said Chief Jim
Lemcke with the Office of Public
Safety.

Lemcke said people were seen hitting golf balls on the soccer field
earlier in the afternoon.
“Stick to the golf course, guys,”
he said.

March 16, 9:42 p.m.
A man was pushing people at
the Modest Mouse concert, saying he was in the “mosh pit.”

Police Blotter

A man was pushing people at the
Modest Mouse concert, saying he
was in the “mosh pit.” After several
warnings, concert staff called Public
Safety officers, who removed the
man from the concert and cited him
for disorderly conduct, Lemcke
said.
March 17, 5:34 p.m.
Officers went to the Sigma Nu
fraternity in response to a report that
some men were shooting squirrels.
In fact, they were not really shoot-

panhandling is not illegal, interfering with pedestrians is, he said.
“Sometimes it seems like a gauntlet coming across the bridge,” he
said.
March 19, 10:50 a.m.

March 16, 9:42 p.m.

March 16, 6:56 p.m.
Officers replied to a report of vandalism. A window had been broken
out of a car that was parked at
Dornblaser field.
No vandals were found, but

Friday, March 23, 2007

ing squirrels, Lemcke said, but were
warned about shooting anything
within city limits.
March 18, 2:12 p.m.
A fold-out plastic sign was reported stolen from a bus stop.
“I’m sure it’s decorating somebody’s dorm room, but it would be
nice if they put it back,” Lemcke
said.
March 18, 5:38 p.m.

A caller reported seeing an empty
canoe floating down the Clark Fork,
and was concerned that someone
had fallen out of it. In fact, they had,
but were OK, Lemcke said.
“That’s a good thing to call in …
but the person made it to shore,” he
said.
March 18, 9:31 p.m.
Two women reported that a man
had harassed and followed them as
they were crossing the footbridge.
The man was gone when officers
arrived, Lemcke said. The women
said he appeared to be in his mid
30s, was bald and wearing a gray
sweatshirt.
The area is commonly used by
panhandlers, Lemcke said. While

ASUM
Continued from Page 1
and was allocated $2,976.
“We really increased our funding
over last year,” group president
Erika Scheuring said. “Last year we
received only $475, so what we
were given this year is really considerate.”
ASUM gave any groups unsatisfied with the executive board’s initial recommendations 10 minutes
each to petition the senate before it
allocated the money, Helling said.
After the budgeting, all groups
were given a written statement as to
why any fund requests were denied.
The literary magazine Cutbank
suffered the greatest cut in funding,
Helling said. The group received
just $1,000, compared to last year’s
$13,815.
Due to what Helling called an
“oversight,” Cutbank was not recognized as an official student group
until the actual budgeting process.
All groups must go through an
annual process of being recognized

Public Safety received a report of
two individuals in a verbal dispute
outside Schreiber Gym.
“They get high marks for performance,” Lemcke said. “It was a
class rehearsing a play.”
March 22, 12:26 a.m.
A woman reported to the
Missoula City Police Department
that she had just been mugged by
three men on the Van Buren footbridge. She said the muggers were
dressed all in black, and were all
about 6 feet tall. No further information was immediately available.
Citations:
Cole Burman, 21, violation of
order of protection

by ASUM before being allocated
funds, and ASUM couldn’t contact
the group to do so.
“We were e-mailing them at an
address they didn’t check,”
Helling said.
To remedy the mistake, ASUM
recognized Cutbank as an official
student group during the budgetary
process and gave them $1,000,
Helling said.
ASUM had a tough time meeting
its quorum, or minimum number of
senators required to conduct business, due to the Modest Mouse concert. ASUM needs 15 senators to
have a quorum.
Typically conducted on a
Saturday, this year’s budget meeting was rescheduled to Friday so as
not to coincide with St. Patrick’s
Day festivities.
Still, the Friday night concert and
student work schedules left ASUM
in a bind. Helling hopes this problem will not repeat next year.
“This was a young senate,”
Helling said. “There were only a
handful of people who had done
budgeting before.”

News
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Erickson keeps focus on education, environment

Four-term Democratic representative and retired professor founded UM’s environmental studies program
JAMES L ABER
MONTANA KAIMIN

Ron Erickson has no qualms
dealing with the “inconvenient
truths” of Montana’s environmental policy.
When Erickson co-founded the
University
of
Montana’s
Environmental Studies Program
more than three decades ago, he
saw it as a marriage of the two
most important things in his life:
education and the environment.
“The Environmental Studies
Program was kind of my baby
while I was at the University,”
recalled the 73-year-old Erickson.
“I’m still fighting for its benefit
here at the Capitol.”
As a four-term Democrat in
Montana’s
House
of
Representatives,
representing
Missoula’s University district,
those issues remain his priorities
today.
“Funding education at all levels
has always been my first priority,”
the tall, bearded, retired professor
said. “And as long as I am here on
Capitol Hill, it will always be
first.”
That’s why during this session
Erickson has been a vocal supporter of Gov. Brian Schweitzer’s
aim to freeze college tuition over
the next two years. If it passes, it
would bring an end to nearly 16
consecutive years of tuition
increases beginning in 1991, the
year Erickson retired from teaching.
To help ease the heavy debts
many students have taken on over
that time, Erickson also sponsored
a bill that would have given

SKATE PARK
Continued from Page 1
park is perfect. Donna Gaukler,
the director of Missoula City
Parks and Recreation, said the city
has had problems getting skaters
to wear helmets in the park and
getting skaters to keep the park
clean.
“MOBASH and Currents (the
new indoor waterpark in
McCormick) are the anchors in
the park. I go down there and see
the parking lot full. The park’s a
destination now for people with
lots of different interests,” she
said. “But I think more people
would be attracted to the park if
there wasn’t garbage laying
around, or spilled drinks on the
cement.”
Vandalism has also been a prob-

Montana college students a $500
per year tax credit for five years
after graduation.
In boosting education or protecting the environment, legislative debates often boil down to
money, and Erickson has made
himself
into
one of the
Legislature’s
experts on taxation.
He’s been a
member of the
powerful
House Taxation
Committee in
every session
he’s served in
the Legislature, Ron Erickson
twice as vice-chairman. But as a
Democrat, he’s always been in the
minority.
“The committee oftentimes tries
to approve bills that allow tax
breaks for corporations that, in
their mind, will bring business to
Montana,”
Erickson
said.
“Though I am not always successful, I try to fight them every step
of the way.”
That’s true again this session, in
which the most divisive issue is
how much of the state’s $1 billion
budget surplus should return to
taxpayers in the form of rebates or
tax cuts.
Erickson has argued against
permanent cuts, preferring to use
more of that money to boost education, health care and other
needs.
So far, Erickson said, he is “not
at all pleased” with the direction
of the current Legislature. Last
month the GOP dismantled the

governor’s budget, including his
proposal to freeze tuition.
Also, Erickson’s bill providing
more funds for affordable housing
loans isn’t getting as much support as he had hoped. The tax
credit bill had a hearing the first
day of February, but has lingered
in limbo since.
Even so, Erickson’s frequent
Republican opponents, including
House Majority Leader Michael
Lange, of Billings, concede that
Erickson is a force to be reckoned
with.
“While I don’t often agree with
his politics, Rep. Erickson is a
man who is listened to,” Lange
said. “His ideas are unrealistic at
times, but he presents them well.”
Professor Harry Fritz, a former
legislator and chairman of UM’s
history department, said that
Erickson’s rapport with students
and expertise in taxation and the
environment makes him a good
representative in a district that
covers the University area.
“Ron knows environmental
issues from teaching and has
become an expert on taxation
since becoming involved with politics,” said Fritz, who has known
Erickson since he began teaching
at UM in 1967.
“He is one of the few guys on
the Dems’ side who can argue
with the Republicans on taxation,”
Fritz said.
It was through his work in
developing
the
UM
Environmental Studies Program
that Erickson found his way into
politics.
Erickson helped build the program into one of the most

renowned environmental studies
programs
in
the
Pacific
Northwest. Erickson served as its
director from 1976 to 1984 and
taught courses until 1981.
Among other things, the program has produced four current
Montana
legislators,
all
Democrats:
Sen.
Christine
Kaufmann of Helena, and Reps.
Kevin Furey, Betsy Hands and
Michele Reinhart, all from
Missoula.
Vicki Watson, a professor of
environmental studies at the
University since Erickson hired
her at its inception, said that
Erickson has always had a strong
connection with his students and
genuinely cares for students’ wellbeing.
“Ron has a connectivity to the
students on campus that may be
unique in the Legislature,” she
said. “I think he does an outstanding job sticking up for students,
who can sometimes go unheard in
the world of politics.”
Earlier this month, at the eighth
annual Montana Conservation
Voters meeting, Erickson was
honored with the group’s firstever
MCV
Conservation
Champion Award for his work in
the Legislature on behalf of the
environment.
“Ron has been a constant and
forceful advocate for Montana
conservation,” said MCV cochairman, UM economist Richard
Barrett.
Erickson is one of the few legislators to ever obtain a 100 percent
voting record for siding with
MCV’s conservation values.
During this session, Erickson

has proposed bills to promote
responsible urban growth, to enact
standards for monitoring carbon
dioxide emissions and to slow
global warming.
It has proved to be a difficult
session for Erickson, with many of
his bills biting the dust in the first
half. His bills to slow global
warming and promote responsible
urban growth failed to make it to
the Senate, while his bill to limit
carbon dioxide emission has a
hearing on Monday.
“My bills have not fared well
this session, clearly my worst session in that narrow sense, but it
was necessary to take on crucial
issues like global warming,
stronger environmental laws, better planning laws, affordable
housing, an improved medical
marijuana law and bills to tax
major corporations that are not
paying their fair share,” he said.
“But, all of these ideas do not
meet Republican standards – or
lack thereof.”
For Erickson, being patient and
persistent is the best strategy for
achieving what he feels is best for
his constituents.
“This has been a frustrating session,” Erickson said. “Being in the
minority in every session does
lead to tests of patience, but taking
bad decisions with a sense of
humor helps.”
After receiving the MCV
Conservation Champion Award,
Erickson quoted a line from one of
his favorite poems, one that he
first read when he was 19:
“Knowledge comes,” he said.
“Wisdom lingers.”

lem, she said. Paintings of mushrooms and other drug-related
illustrations have been removed in
the past few weeks –– hardly of
the quality of work to be considered graffiti art, Gaukler said.
“We’re concerned about keeping the surface good for the boarders,” she said. “If we have to clean
it, or paint over it, it’ll eventually
affect what they’re riding on.”
Bacon said the park will be
closed for a short time in April so
that Grindline, the company that
built the park, can repair cracks in
the concrete. But he said that
every park has problems, and
MOBASH’s are definitely minor
ones.
“There are things in the park
that I would change,” Bacon said.
“But you can nitpick anything to
death. I see a lot of other parks
that make me really happy that

this is what we got. Some places
have really fun things for some
people to skate, but our park is a
lot easier for everyone to have
fun.”
Ben Graham, a 19-year-old
skater, said that even though he
dislikes certain parts of the park (in his case, the lack of metal or
granite edging on cement ledges)
it was a major reason he moved
here from Washington, D.C.
“I was tired of the D.C. hassle,
having to ride the metro to get
anywhere, and always going to
crappy skateparks or risking tickets. This park is 15 minutes from
anywhere in town, and bike paths
lead right to it,” he said.
“Everyone should be happy with it
–– if they’re not, they’re stupid.”
Bon Phillips, a 20-year-old
skater and team rider for Premiere
(a skate shop on Main Street), said

the park “rules, with a ‘Z’.”
Phillips has been skating in
Missoula for seven years. Now
that he can skate in the park every
day, he’s felt a noticeable change
in his skating.
“The marble ledges make my
board feel better about itself, so
it’s nicer to me and I land more
tricks,” he said. “I’m not joking.
That’s real.”
Corey Schreckendgust, a 16year-old high school sophomore,
said the park has helped him get
over a lot of his skating fear, as
well as making him skate different
types of terrain. He said that

specifically he’s enjoyed skating
the steep embankments along the
north side of the skatepark, and
the “Reynolds Gap,” an eight foot
tall bank used as a substitute for
stairs. The gap is named for pro
skater Andrew Reynolds, who did
a handful of difficult tricks over
the gap at the grand opening
demo.
“Skating there has boosted my
confidence so much. I skate a lot
of stuff now that I’d never have
skated before, because of what’s
available
at
MOBASH,”
Schreckendgust said.

Feature
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bE IT EVER SO HUMBLE
Story by Jacob Baynham
Photos by Ashley McKee
There’s no electricity, and the only running water is that of the sluggish Clark
Fork River coursing through the canyon.
Structures here are not made of mortar
and brick, but of nylon and canvas. And
yet here, scattered across the moss-shadowed mountainsides of Hellgate Canyon,
several of Montana’s wanderers have
pitched a tent and staked out a home.
The living is rough, but the land? The
land’s free.
With warmer weather on its way, university and city police are expecting an
increase of transient camps up the Kim
Williams Trail, which winds its way from
the Van Buren footbridge eastward
through Hellgate Canyon to the point
where the railroad crosses the Clark Fork.
It’s a jumble of jurisdictions – the property is split between the city, the state and
Lolo National Forest – and it seems to be
prime territory for some of Montana’s
homeless.
But though the number of transient
camps peaks in the summer, it’s not just
in the warmer months that the homeless
find their shelter under the pine and birch
boughs of the forest.
Take Dave, for example. Dave spent
the winter in a $35 red tent tucked into
the wiry brush somewhere up Hellgate
Canyon. He has a pit for his trash, and a
doorstep made of carefully inlayed flat
stones. A faded plastic carnation lies in
the brush some distance away.
Sitting in the amber glow of his nylon
home, Dave is clean-shaven, dressed in a
light Griz jacket and ready to talk. He is
sorting through a pile of winter clothes
with the hopes of trimming his possessions to a weight of 70 pounds – the ideal
weight to tow behind him when he bikes
to Texas this summer.
Dave works three nights a week at
Safeway and picks up some landscaping
jobs when he’s able. He had an address
when he got his Safeway job, and that’s
all they need to know now, he says. He
likes the peace of his camp. He has a
library card – he’s read all of Dan
Brown’s books – and a couple of bikes.
People don’t bother him, and the living is
cheap.
“Shit, you can’t rent anything in this
town – decent – that’s less than $450 to
$500 a month,” Dave says. “And that’s
just to live.
“I can live out here for free. And I
don’t need electricity,” he says. “I just
watch less TV.” He smiles big.
Dave says he knows of plenty of other
long-term campers tucked into the shale
and forest flanks of Mount Sentinel.
“Some guys are back there so far you
don’t even know they’re back there,”
Dave says. Dave knows they are there,
but he doesn’t talk to them much.
“You’re gonna have to be a loner if you
live out here for a year,” he says. “You
have to like yourself.”
Dave says he knows of one guy has
been up there two and a half years.
That guy might be Marvin, a soft-spoken California native ambling up the trail
on a resuscitated bicycle several days
later.
Marvin’s hands are calloused and
blackened with oil. He rests them on the

frame of his bike as he speaks in a whispery voice from a mouth barren of teeth.
Harnessing the silver hair of his head is a
hat made from a pair of green sweatpants. The man smells sweetly of smoke
and diesel.
Marvin’s been living up here on and off
– but mostly on – for the past 15 years.
He says he used to leave for warmer
climates in the winter, but the past three
he’s stayed. He finds piecemeal work –
“junk” he calls it – in the city. Recycling
cans, fitting windows, whatever he comes
across. But otherwise, he spends his time
in the hills, which he looks at with love in
his eyes.
“There’s plenty of room for everyone,
the campers and the hikers,” he says.
Not so in the eyes of Joe Kipphut, a
recreational forester with the Missoula
Ranger District. Kipphut looks after the
section of Hellgate Canyon that is part of
Lolo National Forest. He was just up
there on Tuesday afternoon cleaning up
trash from abandoned campsites. He routinely comes across mattresses, pots and
pans and scattered clothing.
Camping is illegal in the whole canyon,
he said. In the national forest section it is
a camp, fire and gun-free zone.
“It’s national forest land,” Kipphut
said. “We don’t want it to turn into a transient campground.”
But Kipphut said the use of the canyon
for illegal camping is nothing new.
“I’ve been in this job for 22 years,” he
said, “and it’s always been a problem. I
can’t say there’s been an increase.”
When Kipphut comes across an illegal
camper, he asks them to gather their stuff
and move along. If they are uncooperative, they may be fined. But mostly they
are just moved along.
“When you’ve got someone with no
means of support, it’s not going to do any
good to clog the federal court system,” he
said.
Officer Jim Lemcke, director of the
University of Montana’s Office of Public
Safety, says the homeless camps are generally not an issue for his men.
“The problem that they cause to our
community is only that they cause people
to feel uncomfortable who use the trail,”
he said.
Lemcke said that in the past three and a
half years, there have been 248 calls to
the Kim Williams Trail, most of them
minor. There have been two flashers,
passed-out drinkers, public urinaters and
several cases of transients fighting among
themselves, but nothing of serious community concern.
“Nothing of big deal,” Lemcke said,
“but obviously you get a little girl running down the trail alone and two or three
homeless guys come out of the woods
and that can be intimidating.”
But, “Back in the Kim Williams, back
east, they’re pretty much out of sight, out
of mind,” he said.
Lieutenant Scott Brodie from the
Missoula Police Department is similarly
unconcerned about the homeless camping
in the canyon. He estimates that 80 to 90
percent of Missoula’s transient community
loiters in the downtown area, anyway.
“Unfortunately, they have a tendency to

ABOVE: Marvin has
been living in the
Hellgate Canyon area
off and on for the
past 15 years. He usually leaves for warmer
climates in the winters, but has stayed
here for the past
three years. RIGHT:
Dave keeps a lock on
the zipper of his tent.

want to consume alcohol,” Brodie said.
“They want to be close to their consumables, so to speak.”
Brodie said that the city does respond to
calls up the trail, which is within Missoula
city limits until it reaches the railroad
tracks. He said it is patrolled by officers on
bicycles in the summer.
“It’s rare that a transient would assault
someone,” Brodie said. “More often it’s
their language or their way of dress” that
offends people.
Brodie said the bike patrols develop a
rapport with the transients, so as to encourage cooperation when necessary.
“Of course there’s different levels of
trouble-ness, so to speak, with the tran-

sients,” Brodie said. “We have to use caution when we’re approaching them, and the
citizenry should do the same.”
But Marvin seems eager to visit a little
when he pulls his rattling bike to a stop
along the Kim Williams. He knows most of
the paths on the mountain, and, patting the
woolen-trousered thighs that have carried
him up them, he’ll happily tell you his
favorites.
And when it’s time to go and he aims his
bicycle east into the fading light of the lateafternoon canyon, it’s not with the air of
someone short a home. It’s with a “Have a
good one!” and the quiet sense of a man
who’s found something.
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TOP: It is not the average home in the Hellgate Canyon area, but it is a place many homeless can call home. This is Dave’s home: a small red tent near the Clark
Fork River. He doesn’t have to pay rent or utilities. BOTTOM LEFT: A pile of books lay in a plastic sack in a black crate box near Dave’s tent. Dave, an avid
reader of Dan Brown books, owns a public library card and frequents the facility. BOTTOM RIGHT: Dave’s belongings and clothes are packed in white garbage
bags sitting by his tent.

“You’re gonna have to be a loner if you live out
here for a year. You have to like yourself.”

– Dave,

homeless Missoula resident

Arts
Gold Dust Gallery duo steps down
8
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Operators with loyal follwing in Missoula’s art scene resign over differences with owner of their building
DYLAN L ASLOVICH
MONTANA KAIMIN

Two familiar faces won’t be
seen at the Gold Dust Gallery
anymore.
“We’ve been doing this gallery
for a couple years and it just
seems like a good time (to stop),”
said Lonney White, former coordinator of the Gold Dust Gallery.
White, along with Adelaide
Every, had been running the
gallery in a space owned by
homeWORD, a Montana-based
non-profit, since 2005. The duo
was successful in displaying local
artists’ work and gained a loyal
audience in Missoula.
White said there were added
complications that ultimately
influenced them to call it quits.
“(HomeWORD) wasn’t going
to allow us to have full access to
the space,” White said. “We

wouldn’t be able to put on as high
a quality show as we’d want to.”
The space that White and Every
were using is a free area that is
open to use by Missoula residents.
Stephanie Hannah, homeWORD’s communication and
administrative coordinator, said
that the restrictions weren’t new
but felt that they needed to be
reiterated.
“The restrictions were us
wanting the room to always be
available for public use,” Hannah
said. “It’s a free space so lots of
groups use it during the day. Our
interest, of course, is to make sure
that the spaces are always open for
the community.”
HomeWORD wants that space
to be clean and presentable to
groups that use it, Hannah said.
“If there were going to be sculptures we’d want those moved out

from the middle (of the room),”
she said. “We didn’t want any
amplified music past 11 p.m., but
that’s just a normal ordinance.”
Even though Hannah brought
up these examples, she said that
they weren’t an issue with the
Gold Dust Gallery.
“There wasn’t anything in
particular,” she said. “There had
been some art shows that had
louder amplification but that’s it.
We’re trying to be pro-active and
set some good policies and respect
the neighborhood.”
Both sides split amicably and
understand each other’s dilemma.
“It would be difficult to run a
gallery space if you didn’t have
use of it at any given time,”
Hannah said. “I could see that
being a problem. We notified
Lonney and Adelaide (about the
restrictions) and didn’t ask them

to stop. It’s something that they
chose to do. There wasn’t any
ill will.”
“It’s totally understandable,”
White said. “They are worried
about liability too and we draw a
big crowd each First Friday. It
wasn’t anything unreasonable. I
can understand.”
Every agreed.
“I completely understand their
position,” she said. “They own the
building and that takes priority
over whatever we’re doing in that
room.”
White also cited time restraints
as a problem.
“It was a volunteer effort on our
part and we both have been busy
in other aspects in our lives,” he
said. “It’s just hard to juggle.”
Events that were booked by
White and Every will be honored.
The next one is the “Birth Mama”

f you were born after 1985, you missed the most extreme measure any man has
gone through to get in a girl’s toga.
That’s right. This week, Kaimin Arts is traveling back to 330 B.C. to bitch about
the sacking of the city of Persepolis.
Between 559 B.C. and 330 B.C., the Achaemenid Dynasty in ancient Persia
blossomed from an innocent subdivision of the Median kingdom into the Mr. T of
antique empires. The Persian army, commanded by Cyrus the Great and his
ambitious offspring, spread through the Middle East, Central Asia and North Africa
like napalm. As the Greeks discovered when Xerxes burned the Acropolis in Athens
in 480 B.C. (post-Battle of Thermopylae, for you “300” movie fans), “History pities
the fool who messes with Achaemenid Persia.”
But ancient Persia’s “I’m king of this gigantic sandbox” complex culminated in
more than just blockbuster space in antiquity. Alexander the Great moved into the
neighborhood in 334 B.C., proclaiming himself the new bully on the block and
bringing several pissed-off Greeks along for the ride.
After spanking Darius III and his army in numerous battles, Alexander headed
straight for Persepolis, the sparkling gem of rule in the Achaemenid Empire.
Alexander
spent
several days looting the empire’s treasury before playing host to the B.C. version of
a spring break kegger.
According to legend, a sexy Greek courtesan named Thrais gave a toast so
moving that a drunk and no-doubt randy Alexander agreed to torch the city at her
request. The jury of history is still out on whether the sacking was a drunken accident or deliberate revenge for the earlier destruction at Thrais’ hometown of Athens.
But if one of the greatest architectural marvels of the ancient world was forfeit, one
can only hope Alexander rose to the occasion.
––Alex Sakariassen

I

art show in April. The final display booked by the duo is the
KGBA DJ artworks and will
appear in August. After that the
gallery’s existence is unclear.
Hannah expects art to still be on
display regularly and stressed that
the community shouldn’t expect
much of a change.
“There aren’t any changes being
made,” she said. “We’ll expect it
to stay as an art gallery.”
HomeWORD is now working
with their property management
committee to make sure that the
public can make best use of the
space, Hannah said.
“It (Gold Dust Gallery) really
took off and we definitely value
it,” she said. “Lonney and
Adelaide put it on the map.”

Kaimin Arts:
We just
heard that
MTV’s Total
Request Live
isn’t live
anymore.
Yeah, we
didn’t know
that show
was still on
either.
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‘Live and Local’at Other Side Friday
Volumen back out of gig, Trail 103.3 told the band has broke up
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

Tonight the Post Boredom Riot,
Victory
Smokes
and
the
International Playboys will play at
the Other Side, as the second
installment of the “Live and Local
Concert Series,” hosted by the
Trail 103.3, Outlaw Music and
Big Sky Brewing.
Missoula mainstays Volumen
were originally billed to play, but
the group has since backed out of
the show. Tracy Lopez, a marketing consultant and on-air talent for
the Trail, said she received an email from Shane Hickey of
Volumen saying that the band had
broken up.
In an e-mail to the Kaimin,
Hickey said that the group needs
“to sit down face to face and talk
about things,” though he didn’t

elaborate.
Keyboardist Chris Bacon said
that the band just has internal
problems to deal with, but there
haven’t been any concrete decisions.
The Victory Smokes frenetic
dance-rock has certainly earned
the band a position in the big
leagues of Missoula indie rock.
Booking this show cemented their
place, said Pat Gill, drummer for
the Smokes.
“It’s pretty bangin’ for us,” Gill
said. “Being teamed up with a
group like the International
Playboys is a big deal.”
The Live and Local Music
Series is an extension of the “Live
and Local Lunch,” a Friday afternoon show on the Trail. The show
features live performances and
local musicians from noon

to 1 p.m.
Lopez said that the series is a
proactive response to Joe
Nickell’s complaint in the
Entertainer section of the
Missoulian that local groups have
nowhere to perform. She said she
immediately began working with
Big Sky Brewing and the Other
Side to put together shows featuring a variety of local acts.
“There’s a lot of good music in
Missoula that people don’t get to
see or hear,” she said. “I know that
I, personally, won’t go to see a
band I don’t know. But if there are
three bands, there’s bound to be
something to like.”
The show starts at 10 p.m.; Big
Sky Brewing is providing a free
keg at 9 p.m. There’s a $5 cover
charge for the 21+ crowd, and $7
for 18 to 20 year olds.

Magnolia Electric Co. to play Dauphine’s
IAN GRAHAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

Saturday night Dauphine’s (formerly the Raven Café) will host
what could be one of the best and
most underrated rock shows
Missoula will see this spring.
Lo-fi
alt-country
group
Magnolia Electric Co. is headlining a show bordering on festival
status. Baltimore one-man-band
Dan
Deacon
and
fellow
Marylanders Blood Baby and
Video Hippos will share the job of
opening the night with local bands
the Good Neighbor Policy and
Cabinet of Natural Curiosities.
Magnolia Electric Co. was
formed by Jason Molina (also of
Songs: Ohia). Molina’s vocals are
reminiscent of Neil Young; his
musical style confirms the comparison. Most often called altcountry, lo-fi, indie rock or folk,
Magnolia Electric Co. fits best
somewhere in the midst of all four
distinctions.
Missoula’s own The Good
Neighbor Policy seems like the
only band in the line-up that fits in
with Molina’s style, adopting the

montana
kaimin
dotcom

alt-folk indie rock genre and commanding it like they invented it.
Cabinet of Natural Curiosities
takes an experimental turn with
folk music, mixing haunting
vocals and sparse instrumentation
with ambient noise-making techniques.
Dan Deacon is a one-man
dance-techno-punk artist, though
he sounds more like Devo meets
Andrew W.K. than other artists in
similar idioms (the Faint, LCD
Soundsystem). Watching Deacon
perform, if his live performance
sounds anything like his studio
work, will be memorable to say
the least. Apparently, he also uses
each show to make an off-the-wall
fashion statement –– he’s been
known to wear Coke-bottle glasses, “trucker” hats and weird quilted blouses.
Video Hippos falls somewhere
just to the “normal” side of
Deacon, incorporating keyboards
and noise-rock techniques into
otherwise standard indie rock definitions –– which, I realize after
thinking it over, makes them very
normal new wave. Much like the

Notwist, Video Hippos accompanies what could be high-energy
instrumentation with soft-spoken,
almost melancholy vocals.
Fellow Baltimorians Blood
Baby are straight-up punk rock a
la every garage band in Portland
or Seattle circa 1987. They scream
songs with titles like “W” and
“Stab My Face” over fuzz-faced
guitar and hammered-out drums.
Without a doubt the kind of band
that could dominate the show,
despite Magnolia Electric Co.’s
relative star power. Hopefully this
show doesn’t end up like the
Bright Eyes concert, the show
where if it hadn’t been for the
draw of seeing Conor Oberst
whine in person, I wouldn’t have
minded leaving after Sons and
Daughters played.
Unlike the Bright Eyes debacle,
though, this show will only cost
$10 at the door ($8 if bought in
advance at Ear Candy Music on
South Higgins Avenue). The
show starts at 9 p.m. Saturday
night, and is open to music lovers
of all ages.
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Kaimin Arts Presents:
A Guide to Spring Break 2007
Spring Break demands a certain level of debauchery, or it
just isn’t a REAL vacation. That’s why Kaimin Arts is here to
guide you through a very special holiday with advice for all
of your partying needs. Enjoy the break.
• If you’re in Aruba always travel in groups of three. It’s
not for your safety, we just want you to do your part in
keeping Nancy Grace from wasting valuable news time.
• Just because you’re on vacation doesn’t mean you can eat
unhealthy food. Eat fruit and salad.
Note: Poptarts can be considered fruit.
• Get out in the sunlight, goth kid.
• Staying in Missoula? By Sunday the bars will be pretty
empty, so that’s cool.
• If anyone says the words “Donkey show,” don’t go. Or
better yet, do go.
• In Cancun and can’t speak Spanish? This is only an issue
if you’re not pretty.
• Smile, emo kid. It’s Spring Break for crying out loud.
• Going to the Bahamas? Make that stop a lot more interesting by claiming to be the father of Anna Nicole’s baby.
Even if you’re a woman.
• Ever see that movie “Hostel”? Yeah, Amsterdam sucks a
lot. Ever see that movie “Eurotrip”? Same thing. John
Travolta is a damn liar.
• Going on a road trip? Listen, Capt. Trust Fund, don’t be
a dick about having money to burn. Fly instead.
• If a creepy Chinese man offers you a new pet, do not feed
it after midnight or get it wet. Unless you’re in Washington,
D.C., because that would be funny.
• Don’t call or text after 3 a.m. We don’t care how drunk
you are.

Sports
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Women’s tennis hopes to save season
SARAH SWAN
MONTANA KAIMIN

The glory of being a college athlete comes with heavy consequences, and the University of
Montana women’s tennis team is
experiencing that first hand.
Injuries and sickness have
plagued Montana throughout the
first half of their season, sidelining
some of their top players and creating some frustrating results.
Montana is 1-11 in 2007 and has
lost six straight matches.
Liz Walker, a sophomore from
Wandin, Australia, said it has been
a discouraging start to the season.
“When you’re playing and you
lose your top-two, top-three players, it’s hard to cover that in the
lineup,” she said.
Junior Mari Castello, Montana’s
No. 2 singles player, has missed
some time with a shoulder injury
and the entire team has recently
been fighting the flu bug.
However, with Montana’s lineup
slowly but surely beginning to
return to form, the team is gearing
up for the heart of conference play.
Montana has lost Big Sky matches
to Eastern Washington and
Sacramento State this season but

five of its final nine regular-season
matches are against conference
foes.
“They’re ready to start a new
season in April,” UM head coach
Jen Anderson said. “I always tell
them that April’s always their most
important month, so they’re ready
for it.”
With April just a week away, the
Griz are revving up the enthusiasm.
“I think we will surprise some
people, especially with what our
record has been so far with our
injuries and whatnot,” UM freshman Danni Paulson said. “I think
once our team gets healthy we
should be right up there with the
top teams in conference.”
Montana is looking to excel in doubles with Walker and Castello powering the No. 1 doubles spot.
Walker also maintains the No. 1
position in singles, and Anderson
said that the team has been working hard to improve on both their
singles and doubles play. Paulson
stepped into the No. 2 position
when Montana was struggling with
injuries and “really competed
well,” Anderson said.
“I think that being in the tough
situation they’ve been in this year
will help them focus on determin-
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Mari Castello, the only junior on the UM women’s tennis roster, plays a singles match during practice Thursday at the Robert O. Lindsay Tennis Center on
campus. Montana will play on the road twice next weekend before hosting Weber State on April 6.

ing the win in conference matches,” Anderson said.
After the rocky start to their season, Montana is looking at the

arrival of spring with excitement,
not just for the good weather but
also as a time for the team to get
back on their feet.

“We’re looking to win every
match,” Walker said. “April’s
where it’s at, and that’s what we’ve
been working toward all year.”

Athletics wants slice of south campus pie
BILL ORAM
MONTANA KAIMIN

With the potential of considerable growth for the University of
Montana, departments across
campus are chomping at the bit to
make their cases for a plot of land
on south campus. Athletics is no
different.
Jim O’Day, UM athletic director, expressed his department’s
hopes for the land, saying that UM
will, in the future, need an indoor
practice facility as well as additional tennis courts. He added that
any expansion would have to be
almost entirely privately funded.
“Everything right now is so
much in the infancy stages,” said
O’Day, adding that development
could be 20 to 25 years down the
road.
“Everyone is just putting in
their wish lists,” he said. “It’s just
a long-range planning adventure.
It could be many years before you
see any expansion out there.”
However, for some teams, the
sooner new facilities can be put in
place, the better.

Rosi Keller, chair of the South
Campus Master Plan Committee,
was out of the country on vacation
and couldn’t be reached for comment on the likelihood of athletics
being one of the departments to
expand to south campus.
The indoor season for UM track
and field is spent in the auxiliary
gyms of the Adams Center on a
makeshift track. As such, it is
impossible for UM to host indoor
track meets.
“It would be a huge difference
to have (a facility to house indoor
track),” said UM track and field
coach Tom Raunig, who added
that it would “probably be a bigger recruiting benefit than anything else.”
Such a facility would not only
house indoor track, but also provide an indoor home for soccer
and football to practice. In fact,
O’Day said, the only sports not to
use the facility would likely be
men’s and women’s basketball
and volleyball.
South campus won’t touch the
soccer complex or Dornblaser
Field, but will be developed on the
UM golf course – where the crosscountry team trains. Neither

O’Day nor Raunig were too concerned about the impact development would have on the team’s
practice schedule.
“You’re going to have open
space, and you’re going to have
paths around and everything,”
said O’Day.
Raunig said he would like to see
wood-chip fitness trails around
south campus.
“Actually it would be an
improvement,”
he
said.
“Depending on how crowded it
got on it.”
The need for new tennis courts
will increase in future years as the
UM Alumni Association gets closer to erecting its new building on
the tennis courts’ current site.
However, that is several years
away as the Alumni Association
has a lot of fundraising left to do,
according to associate director
Susan Cuff.
Regardless, at this point any
anticipation of new facilities for
athletics is just that – anticipation.
This summer the athletic department will resurface the tennis
courts on campus, in preparation
for years of continued use.
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Griz receivers poised to lead offense in fall
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UM returning top five wide receivers
PETE DELMOE
MONTANA KAIMIN

Whoever is taking the snaps
from center this fall for the
University of Montana football
team will have some serious
options to throw to.
The Griz are returning their
top five wide receivers who
combined for 2,757 yards and 17
touchdowns in the 2006 season.
It’s been a tough spring though,
as some of Montana’s top pass
catchers have suffered a few
injuries.
Junior wide out Ryan Bagley
broke a finger, senior Craig
Chambers has a sore shoulder
and junior Rob Schulte pulled an
abdominal muscle. Junior Mike
Ferriter is also returning from a
broken forearm, which happened
in Montana’s 31-6 playoff win
over McNeese State on Nov. 25.
Chambers and Bagley won’t
participate in today’s scrimmage, which is one of their last
chances to see some live action
before next fall.
“It’s frustrating,” said Bagley,
who led the Griz with 55 catches
last season. “I want to get this
cast off, so I can start working.
Practice is practice but the
scrimmage is fun.”
The injuries have given some
of the younger wide outs playing
time, which can be hard to come
by with such a deep receiving
corp. UM head coach Bobby

Hauck said the scrimmage is a
great opportunity for players that
didn’t see much playing time
during the season.
“It’s important for our young
players to get a chance to play
college football at college football speed,” Hauck said. “Some
of them haven’t done that.”
Hauck hopes some of the
younger guys will push the veteran players to elevate their
game.
The wide receivers should also
benefit from having another year
in the complicated Griz offense.
Hauck said in run-and-shoot
type offenses, plays evolve after
the ball is snapped and wide
receivers need to know what
each other is doing.
With all that talent it might be
hard to please everyone with
enough catches, but Ferriter said
with this group it wouldn’t be a
problem.
“No one’s really selfish on this
team,” said Ferriter, who had 28
catches for 354 yards last season. “We know there will be
games where you get your balls.
What goes around comes
around.”
The wide outs are also looking
forward to the return of senior
running back Lex Hilliard, who
missed all of last season with an
Achilles injury. His return
should open things up in the
passing game.

There is some concern that
Hilliard might get the ball too
much.
“With Lex coming back we’re
kind of hoping we even get the
ball,” Bagley joked. “Hopefully,
we can get enough balls to make
everyone happy.”
Hauck said Hilliard is practicing, but he will not participate in
the scrimmage, which will be
held at Washington-Grizzly
Stadium at 3:45 p.m.
The big question mark is who
will be quarterbacking the Griz.
With the departure of senior Josh
Swogger, the only other quarterback on the team with any college experience is junior Cole
Bergquist, who started eight
games as a freshman and one last
year.
Bergquist’s main competitors
are sophomore Clint Stapp, who
has thrown six passes at the UM,
freshman Andrew Selle, and
freshman Jeff Larson.
UM senior Eric Allen thinks
that Bergquist is the frontrunner
for the job because of his experience.
Bagley
also
said
Bergquist’s experience should
give him an advantage over the
other quarterbacks.
“I think most of us are comfortable with Cole because
we’ve been with him at some
point in our career,” Bagley said.

divisions. Academics, community
involvement and football abilities
are all taken into account when
selecting recipients of the award.
In his senior season, Lebsock
appeared in 13 games and registered 33 tackles as the Griz went
12-2 in 2006.
Tight end Elliott Barnhart was
the Montana State recipient.

spring home schedule on
Saturday when it hosts St.
Andrews University. Game time
is set for 1 p.m. at the Dornblaser
Fields.
The Jesters, a club team, are in
their 39th year of existence and
boast a roster of 27 men this season. UM won all three of its
games last weekend at a St.
Patrick’s Day tournament in
Butte.

Sports Briefs
Former Griz Lebsock
honored by NFF

Former University of Montana
safety Matt Lebsock was honored
with a 2007 scholar athlete award
by the Montana chapter of the
National Football
Foundation earlier
this week.
The award is
awarded to a football player at all
seven Montana Matt Lebsock
colleges and for
the five Montana high school

Kaimin Sports
With the rebound.

Jesters set for home
opener
The University of Montana
Jesters Rugby Club will open its

Krista Miller/Montana Kaimin

UM junior wide receiver Eric Allen, a communication studies major, practices drills with the football
team Thursday at the River Bowl Fields. Allen is one of five returning wide receivers who will compete
for a starting position for the Griz in the fall.

– Kaimin Sports staff
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Buses rerouted

Bus stop closures during steam tunnel construction beginning April 2007:
•Open bus stop X Closed bus stop

When the University of
Montana comes back to life after
spring break next month, students
who take the bus to school are
going to have to get used to a few
route changes.
Due to construction on the utility tunnels that run beneath campus, the stops in front of the Music
Building and Law School will be
closed to all U-Dash, ASUM
Park-N-Ride, and Mountain Line
buses. Maurice Street will also be
closed to traffic.
The closure will affect the
Mountain Line No. 1 and No. 12

bus routes, both of which serve
the Music Building and Law
School stops.
As part of the construction, the
bus stop in front of Jesse Hall will
be expanded to allow easier
access for handicapped riders,
ASUM Transportation director
Nancy Wilson said.
The first phase of construction
will begin in April and last until
October. More information about
the construction can be found at
www.fac.umt.edu.
– Kaimin Staff
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taining funding for Indian education have been torn apart or failed,
Juneau said.
Juneau said she has seen the
House gut education bills the
entire session, despite a record
surplus in the budget, and thinks
her bill to fund Indian education
will probably fail.
“I will do my best to make my
case,” Juneau said. “But I don’t
have high hopes.” But she doesn’t
think she’s wasted her time fighting for the bill and she won’t give
up.
“Montana is really a leader in
Indian education,” she said.
“Other states are looking to
Montana as a model because we
have already come so far.”
Montana has the only state constitution that requires Indian education. Its current funding was a
gift from the 2005 special legislative session and will soon be gone.
Supporters say more money for
Indian education is needed to
encourage understanding between
white and native cultures in
Montana.
“Pick up the Billings Gazette or
look at the articles online, whenever there is an article on
American Indians, read the blogs.
You’ll see that half of the comments are some of the most racist
and vile comments you’ll ever
read about American Indians,”
said Everall Fox, an education
coordinator from Billings. “If that
is not enough of a need, I don’t
know what else is.”
Opponents say that in a session
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in which there is not enough
money to go around, Indian education by itself is not worth investing in.
“If we are going to spend millions of tax dollars on this little
anthropology project, it should be
expanded to educate students in
the general field of anthropology
and archeology,” said Rep.
Edward Butcher, R-Winifred. “I
believe that the basic education
needs must be addressed before
we pour money into fringe projects.”
Butcher also doesn’t believe
that an accurate native history
actually exists.
“No one knows exactly what is
the accurate portrayal of historic
Native American culture,” he
says. “I have been astonished at
the naivety of our educational
community in buying into this
‘Indian education project,’ but
when I observe the misinformation on simple American history,
which is easily verifiable, it is
obvious that this Indian education
project has gone ‘far afield,’ propelled by the ‘political correct’
crowd of semi-literate proponents
following Indians desperately
seeking a cultural identity.”

For Juneau, who has fought for
the program for more than a
decade, Indian education is hardly
a fringe project.
Juneau says that American
Indian history needs to be
acknowledged as a unique part of
American and Montanan history
and that Montanans need to
encourage understanding between
white and non-white cultures.
Montana is doing some historic
things in implementing accurate
Indian education in this country,
she said, and having these bills
keeps attention on this issue.
South Dakota has set up an Indian
education board and is beginning
the process to get similar programs going. They look to
Montana as a leader, she said, and
the state must keep going.
Juneau said she no longer needs
to convince people that Indian
education is needed, which is a
step forward. Now it’s about finding the money.
“We’ve got the education committee saying ‘yes, we have to
support this.’ Now we have to say
how much it will cost,” she said.

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: IPod, Call Neil 396-5394 to identify it and the
music on it.
FOUND: IPod at Kiwanis park call 459-8104

PERSONALS

Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
FREE CONDOMS! FREE LUBE! Free, anonymous HIV
Counseling & Testing…Call 43-4330
WE WANT YOU to always wear a condom. Find a CARE
Rep in your dorm.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

We pay up to 75
Www.GetPaidToThink.com

dollars

per

survey.

On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire.

The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.

k iosk
Looking for Great Summer Job. See today's Upward
Bound display ad in the Kaimin.

WHITE WATER RAFTING GUIDES WANTED: Position(s)
available with Wind River Canyon Whitewater,
Thermopolis Wyoming. Job duties include:
Professional guiding of commercial rafting trips in
class 3+ whitewater, preparing/cooking lunch on river
trips, managing equipment, assisting with transportation, and other assigned duties. Pay DOE. Some training required for new employees. Call WRCW at (307)
864-9343 or e-mail trips@wyoming.com for details or
to apply.
Become a Raft Guide. Work on the River this summer.
Training programs available. Call Montana River
Guides. 273-4718, rivers@montana.com
YMCA Summer Sports Camp Counselor, eleven week
commitment, June 18-Aug. 31, M-F apply at the YMCA
3000. S. Russell

30-hr week overnight oncall position providing supports to staff & adults w/disabilities. Never a dull
moment no night the same. Thu -Sat. $9.00/hr.
Closes Tues. 3/27/07, 5pm. Exc. Benefits including:
generous amount of paid time off, retirement, medical & dental insurance, etc, plus the privilege of
working with professional and caring fellow staff.
Valid MT Driver's License. H.S. Diploma or equivalent.
No Record of Abuse, Neglect/Exploitation.
Applications available at Opportunity Resources, Inc.,
2821 South Russell Street, Missoula, MT 59801.
Extensive background checks will be completed. NO
RESUMES. EOE.
Looking for a responsible, energetic individual with
childcare experience to care for my 2 young children
over the summer. Monday-Friday 8:00am-5:30pm.
Must have dependable car with current insurance. Pay
DOE. References required. Please fax resume to 5436043 or email to bethandersn@bresnana.net

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu

MONTANA KAIMIN
BUSINESS STAFF:

AD REPRESENTATIVES
JOSH FRICKLE
SIERRA MANFRE
DANA SHEEHAN

PRODUCTION

ASHLEY SCHROEDER

Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day

R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/day

LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
Temporary summer positions for custodial staff and
grounds crew May 15 through Aug 25. M-F 7:30-4:00
Applications available at UM Residence Halls, Turner
Hall Rm 101 or University Villages, Elkhorn Court,
Missoula. Application deadline April 11
Summer Employment opportunity on Flathead Lake!
Busy resort and restaurant hiring all positions for
summer season. Please contact Kasey at 805-8015266

SERVICES
SERVICES

Wild Fire Training 543-0013

FOR SALE

Inflatable Funhouse Business for Sale. Great summer
business 406-721-7200

FOR RENT

Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS 251-6611

Cheap Charley's Mini Storage-Spring special- pay 2
mos/3rd mo FREE. Tour our facility- get a FREE lock.
721-7277

BAHA'I FAITH
FAITH

O My Friend! Thou art the daystar of the heavens of
My holiness, let not the defilement of the world
eclipse thy splendor. - Bahà'u'llàh: For local information call 829-9538. Or on the web: bahai.org or
bahai.us

DELL CAMPUS REPS NEEDED

Promote a top 30 company to gain real-world business
& marketing experience! www.RepNation.com/Dell
to apply.

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
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